Welcome to the NFT Paradise

Welcome to the instant liquidity protocol for non-fungible tokens.
We are a decentralized creator-based financial ecosystem.
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THE HYPER-ECONOMY

OPERATING SYSTEM
Source: Theos whitepaper

“

Despite the increased momentum and wider adoption of NFTs, there are still
several areas that when improved upon, can transform a socially interesting trend
into a massive distributed system capable of creating and transacting value at
a staggering velocity encapsulating almost any imaginable asset class, and
creating some new ones. THEOS is the step towards realizing this vision. THEOS
is a decentralized hybrid NFT marketplace that delivers smart contract
infrastructure capable of fusing the securitization practice from traditional finance
and AMM logic to ultimately arrive at market mechanisms for instant liquidity for
NFTs. We are much more than that.


”
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NFTs have for the first time evolved from
an ephemeral trend to an innovative
settled class that threatens to disrupt
both, traditional markets and the financial
system as we know it at large.
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INTRO CONTEXT
02

01
When coupled correctly, NFTs and fungible tokens will
be able to represent virtually any asset class and
provide AMM-powered infinite liquidity, offering
unbounded number of vectors for capital market
evolution.

04

Theos is carbon-neutral, cause-driven, platform
backed by some of the most prominent
celebrities and brought to you by the team
that...well, has sent people to space.

03
Theos is here to deliver of NFTs, instant liquidity,
efficient AMM-powered price discovery, all
wrapped into game-changing UX all built on the
most promising layer 1 network out there.



However, NFTs still have a long way ahead, especially in areas like price discovery,
liquidity and market efficiency, and user experience. Luckily, the basis needed
are set across the digital asset space, an innovative and capable team is all it
takes to leverage and synergize this.
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01

Since second half of 2021, every NFT
metric of value has been surpassing
its previous high.

With a total market cap of ~ US$ 21b, average price
of NFT purchases, and total market capitalization of
transactions (over US$ 330m in 2020 alone) have
been increasing at a staggering rate.

02

THEOS is here to level the playing field for all the
participants of the growing NFT landscape, to
establish a wider and more inclusive ecosystem
around the biggest green layer-1 network out
there.

The DeFi Landscape and Cardano

DeFi Market Cap

90M

NFTs Market Cap

189B
DeFi Market Cap

21B

Ethereum

$300M USD

Cardano
$200M USD

$100M USD

NFTs Market Cap

Sep ‘20

2020 growth

All time growth

Jan ‘21

May ‘21

NFT Sales USD

60B

Layer 1 chains

DEC 2020

JAN 2020

THEOS
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Conceptual proposition
Current Entertainment Market System
is plagued with issues

Traditional
markets are
deeply flawed 

and are ripe
for innovation:

01

Copyrights violations and partial profit
distribution are the norm between content
creators and distribution platforms.

02

Lack of information transparency caused by
centralization: copyright management issues,
profit estimation and distribution issues

03

Lack of readily available liquidity for the
vast majority of artworks being created and
as a direct consequence, inefficient price
discovery and wealth distribution.

TheOS
propositions/
solutions:

Sound incentive structure enabling a
transparent and fair contract execution.
Open-source, decentralized data
readily available on the creator and on the
artpiece level.


Efficient price discovery,
AMM-powered instant liquidity for NFTs. 


THEOS
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Practical proposition
Cardano is the sexiest layer-1 out there

Leading active
layer-1
solutions:

01

Scalability issues result in a ramp of shortcomings;
constant struggle for speed, liquidity, and transaction
costs shift the focus away from paramount underlying
blockchain technology needs.

02

Low barriers to entry (smart contract creation, no
peer review, etc) coupled with high due diligence
costs, generate an inflated amount of projects,
that spawns adoption disputes between otherwise
incomparable projects across the ecosystem.

03

Vast pools of active on-chain liquidity scattered
across the existing DeFi landscape.

Practical
propositions/
solutions:
Cardano

Cardano is potency, and serves as a
unique and unparalleled layer-1 blockchain.
Scientifically peer-reviewed community
upholds a unique ecosystem of quality
code production
Over 1m community members and

billions of dollars in so-far idle liquidity
ready to be tapped into
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about
THEOS is the hyper-chain ultimate liquidity sourcing
environment amalgamating the paradigms of fungible
and non-fungible tokens . It elevates every NFT
defining characteristic (uniqueness, rarity,
authenticity, indivisibility, ownership and verifiability)
within a DeFi carbon-neutral platform


Conceptually
TheOS brings:

Smart collaborative NFT creation layer;


Holistic toolbox enabling any type of auction
directly on-chain;


Rapid price discovery mechanisms for NFTs;


Marketplace with instant NFT liquidity;


NFT collateralized with pools of fungible
token liquidity.

T.H.E.O.S., 

the hyper-economy operating system.
See more > Apendix

THEOS
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TheOS Fundamental
Building Blocks
NFT minting protocol:

ODYSSEY NFTIZE POOL:

Distributed-storage-enabled
authenticity-assuring collaborative
drag-and-drop NFT creation


Auction protocol:

A holistic toolbox for sourcing primary
and secondary market liquidity for NFTs

AMM-enabled technology for pooling of
and sourcing instant liquidity for NFTs and,
as a by-product, enabling deep liquid
secondary markets for NFT index tokens


THEOS token-

enabled governance

Layer powering all the interactions on the
THEOS platform


DELPHI REVERSE MINING POOL:

The opposite of Odyssey Nftize Pool, this
piece of fintech revolution enables
NFT-driven liquidity for otherwise illiquid
fungible tokens

THEOS

AGENTS & Tokenomics
01

02

03

04

Several agents interact within the THEOS ecosystem. NFT Minters, verified/unverified users, stakers, and created pools all
have different mechanisms that may be interconnected. At its center, our native token Theos shapes these interactions.

NFT Minting

Both verified users are able to mint NFTs and take
advantage of our innovative properties, like authenticity
assurance and collaborative minting.

Auctions

Minted NFTs can be auctioned off through one of several
profiles (English, Dutch, and Vickrey Auctions), where both
verified and unverified bidders make offers 


Odyssey Nftize Pool  

Minted NFTs can be deposited into Odyssey Nftize Pool
and receive pool index tokens and liquidity mining
rewards. Odyssey Nftize Pool enable instant liquidity for
minted NFTs, which implies instant price discovery.
ERC-20 NFTIZE tokens can be later traded on
secondary markets.


Delphi Reverse Mining Pool  
Delphi Reverse Mining Pool allow access to liquidity
without having to dispose of the NFT
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NFT Minting

Auctions

Verified users

Verified BIDDERs
HOW TO

Stake THEO
KYC Procedur
Get 1 vote from verifyed user

JPG

NFTS

for LM

LM

FROM JPG TO NFT

NFT MINTING

VERIFY

NFT #01

data

base

JPG + HASH

LM

Bid

Bid

V

TWO KIND OF

AUCTIONS

JPG

UNVERIFIED users

U

Verified

Unverified

Bid

Bid

UNVERIFIED BIDDERS

WHO ARE THEY?


Anyone that hasn’t crossed
the verification roadmap.

NFTS

LM

Community NFT

Protocol

Tokens Staked

NFT #01

NFT #02


NFT

NFT #03

NFT #04

ERC-20

ERC-20

ERC-20

POOL

ERC20’s

XXX
ERC

ERC-20

Delphi Reverse Mining Pool

Odyssey Nftize Pool

References

LM

Liquidity Mining

NFT
U
V

Non Fungible Tokens

Unverified
Verified

Secondary

Markets

(Uniswap,
sushiswap, etc)
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TOKEN GOVERNANCE
+Liquidity Mining:

Rewards from LP in Odyssey Nftize Pool

Inbound/outbound NFTIZE fees are
redistributed among left LPs.

Liquidity mining for auctions hosted by the
specific users incentivize bidding in NFT
auctions.


+Staking FOR:

Verified status, minting/auctioning NFTs

Adding liquidity to Odyssey Nftize Pool, 

Community voting, 

Allows Access high profile auctions.

Allow for Odyssey Nftize Pool creation

Redistributed Odyssey Nftize Pool fees  
among stakers

Cast-out fees redistributed among
continuous stakers.



+Delphi Reverse mining pool
The NFT can track the creator - either
individual or a group of creators.

The NFT can be staked so that one
can receive a vested reward.


THEOS

ALL OF YOu

NFT Paradise
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CREATIONS
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TECH Partners & AsSociations


VIRALCURE

Occam.fi

BOARD MEMBERS

Alex Tai


Association President & Member

[BLOK Holdings]

Jan Keil

Deputy

Mariano Lopez

Founder

Association Member

[Possima]


Pablo Lobo


Founder

Association Member

[Node0]

Mark Berger


Association Member

[SSL]
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The information in this document should not be considered exhaustive and
does not imply any elements of a contractual relationship. Its sole purpose
is to provide relevant and reasonable information to potential token
holders, in order for them to determine, whether to undertake a thorough
analysis of the company with the intent of acquiring THEOS Tokens.
Nothing in this document shall be deemed to constitute a prospectus of
any sort of solicitation for investment, nor does it, in any way, pertain to an
offering or a solicitation to buy any securities in any jurisdiction. The
document is not composed in accordance with, and is not subject to, laws
or regulations of any jurisdiction, which are designed to protect investors.
Certain statements, estimates, and financial information, contained within
this document, constitute forward-looking, or pro-forma statements and
information. Such statements or information involve known and unknown
risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual events or results to differ
materially from the estimates or the results implied or expressed, in such
forward-looking statements.
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now you can be a

STAR-STRUCK & AN ACTIVISt
AT THE SAME TIME.

